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Reviewer's report:

Generally the authors have addressed all reviewers points thoroughly. A few comments only:

Discretionary revision: p5 mention of hypochondria symptoms (where health anxiety is a dimension). this is not very clear. Need to just define health anxiety and hypochondria.

Typo page 19 mega instead of omega end second to last para

Discussion. Interesting points raised re somatization driving the relationship between anxiety depression and excema. A possible mechanism via cytokines is suggested. The authors suggest some forms of excema could represent a symptom of somatisation. I find this concept difficult as going back to the icd 10 definition of somatisation used here it is a mental disorder characterized by experience of somatic symptoms without known organic origin. The symptoms of excema do have a known organic origin so by definition I would have thought could not be somatisation. Perhaps the authors could clarify this.
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